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a b s t r a c t

Grain refinement of Ti–6Al–4V alloy (hereafter designated as Ti-64 alloy) is well recognized as a method
for revealing the superplasticity at lower temperature or higher strain rates. This work examines the
superplastic flow behavior of the ultrafine-grained (UFG) Ti-64 alloy (da = 0.4 lm) consisting of single
a phase in relation to microstructural evolution during deformation at 700 !C. Detailed microstructural
evaluation reveals that the superplastic deformation mode of grain boundary sliding (tested at 700 !C-
10!2 s!1) can be reasonably explained in relation to the Ball–Hutchison model at initial stage of deforma-
tion and the Gifkins Core–Mantle model at latter stage of deformation. During superplastic deformation,
the b-precipitation occurs and contributes to accommodation mechanism of stress concentration at grain
boundaries. This work also discusses the superplastic flow behavior in comparison with flow behaviors
according to the Bird–Mukherjee–Dorn (BMD) generalized constitutive relation and the model which
considers the effect of dynamic grain growth during deformation.

1. Introduction

Ti-64 alloy is widely used in aerospace applications due to its
high specific strength and high formability associated with super-
plasticity [1]. Grain refinement in Ti-64 alloy is well recognized as
a method for revealing the superplastic behavior at lower temper-
atures or higher strain rates [2–4]. The Ti-64 alloys with an UFG
microstructure produced by various kinds of processing routes
(especially by severe-plastic-deformation routes) [2–4] exhibit
the high strain rate sensitivity of the order of 0.35–0.65 and high
elongation to fracture (P400%) at temperatures (700–800 !C) and
strain rates (610!3 s!1). In superplastic deformation, an equiaxed
grained microstructure is recognized to be desirable for enhancing
superplastic property. Mallikarjun et al. have pointed out that an
optimized microstructure for superplasticity in Ti alloys was a
bimodal microstructure consisting of equiaxed primary a phase
surrounded by lamellar (a + b) phase [5]. Recently, Boron addition
with amount of 0.1 wt.% into Ti-64 alloy is reported to improve the
superplastic response [6]. Roy and Suwas presented that the faster
rate of dynamic globularization ensured a narrow distribution of

small, equiaxed primary a grains for the Ti-64 alloy with Boron
addition (0.1 wt.%) which made up to an efficient a/b boundary
sliding [7].

Quite recently, the present authors have presented that the UFG
Ti-64 alloy (with an average grain size of 0.4 lm) consisting of
almost single a(HCP) phase exhibited an excellent property of
low-temperature and high-strain-rate superplasticity [8]. Herein,
the b precipitation during deformation is thought to contribute
to the accommodation mechanism for stress-concentration at
grain boundaries, thereby, leading to an excellent superplastic
property. During large deformation associated with superplastic-
ity, grain boundary sliding is recognized as dominant mode of
deformation, however, many kinds of microstructural conversion
process such as dynamic recovery, dynamic recrystallization,
dynamic grain growth or dislocation slip should be complexly
associated under deformation in specimens with microstructure
having high dense dislocations. In stress–strain curves under
tensile test, flow behaviors of work hardening and steady state
manner are strongly related to the microstructural conversion as
abovementioned.

In this work, the superplastic-flow-behavior in stress–strain
curves of UFG Ti-64 alloy (with an average grain size of 0.4 lm)
consisting of almost single a(HCP) phase would be examined and
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discussed it in relation to the microstructural conversions of grain
boundary sliding, dynamic recrystallization and dynamic grain
growth.

2. Material and methods

The Ti-64 alloy with a chemical composition (in wt.%) of 6.50 Al,
4.24 V, 0.17 O, 0.004 N, and balance Ti was used. The Ti-64 alloy
with UFG microstructure consisting of single a phase was pro-
duced as following deformation process.

The Ti-64 plate having an equiaxed (a + b) microstructure with
thickness of 4 mm was solution treated at 1125 !C for 3.6 ks and
quenching in ice water to obtain the single a0 martensite starting
microstructure. This Ti-64 plate having an single a0 martensite
microstructure with an initial thickness of 4 mm was hot-rolled
at a strain rate (rolling speed) of approximately 7 s!1 to be thick-
nesses ranging from 1.4 mm to 1.0 mm (corresponding equivalent
strains ranging from 1.2 to 1.6) by one pass. And hot rolling was
conducted as soon as the samples were heated up to temperatures
ranging from 750 !C to 800 !C. This is for the frequent activation of
discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (DDRX) during deforma-
tion in order to obtain the homogeneous UFG microstructure
[9,10].

Microstructures were identified by conducting electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis and Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) observation. In EBSD analysis, grain orientations
were measured at step sizes of 0.12 lm and 0.20 lm using Philips
XL 30 FEG SEM equipped with OIM of TexSEM Laboratories. Tensile
test was conducted at temperatures of 650 !C, 700 !C and 750 !C
and at constant crosshead speeds to be initial strain rates ranging
from 1.0 " 10!4 s!1 to 1.0 " 10!2 s!1 in Ar atmosphere.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructural evolution during superplastic deformation

3.1.1. Initial microstructure before deformation
Fig. 1 shows the microstructures ((a) EBSD-Grain boundary map

(black line: high angle boundary (P15!) and green line: low angle
boundary (2! 6 h 6 15!)) and (b) TEM bright field image) of the Ti-
64 alloy which was hot rolled of the a0 starting microstructure.
Hereafter, this rolled Ti-64 plate would be called as the a0-UFG
alloy. An UFG equiaxed microstructure having an average grain
size of 0.4 lm and relatively high fraction of high-angle-boundary

(HAB) can be seen in the a0-UFG alloy. The elongated grains to
rolling direction (RD) can be also confirmed (Fig. 1(a)). In TEM
image (Fig. 1(b)), a significant amount of the fringe-diffraction
contrast is seen in microstructure, indicating that highly dense dis-
locations are accumulated during hot-rolling process. Further, a
selected area diffraction pattern taken with a diameter of 10 lm
(Fig. 1(b)) reveals the ring pattern, indicating that the microstruc-
ture locally consists of randomly oriented grains. Moreover, vari-
ous kinds of analysis (EBSD analysis, TEM observation and the
analysis of XRD pattern) reveal that the a0-UFG consists of an
almost single a phase (HCP). With respect to the formation of this
metastable single a microstructure, there is a possible reason that
the b precipitation is retarded due to the high-speed deformation
of the a0 (HCP structure) starting microstructure. That is, it is
supposed that there is no enough time for decomposition from a0
martensite to b during the present rapid rolling process. However,
it is still unclear why a metastable single a microstructure is
formed under hot-deformation in the case of the a0 starting micro-
structure, thus, requiring more detailed investigation.

3.1.2. Stress–strain curve during tensile deformation
The true stress- true strain curves of the a0-UFG alloy tested at

700 !C-(10!2, 10!3 and 10!4) s!1 are shown in Fig. 2. Large area of
flow softening at 10!2 s!1 and steady state behavior of the flow
curve at 10!3 s!1 can be seen. On the other hand, the flow behavior
at 10!4 s!1 exhibits unique behavior, that is, the flow curve
exhibits the steady state behavior to true strain of 0.6 followed
by pronounced flow hardening to true strain of approximately

Fig. 1. (a) EBSD-grain boundary map (wherein the high- and low-angle boundaries are represented by black lines and green lines, respectively) and (b) TEM bright field image
of the Ti-64 alloy which was hot rolled of the a0 martensite starting microstructure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. True stress- true strain curves of the a0-UFG alloy tested at 700 !C-(10!2,
10!3 and 10!4) s!1.



1.5. Flow behavior in steady state region indicates that grain
boundary sliding or dynamic recovery process is dominant defor-
mation mode. The pronounced flow hardening observed in testing
at 10!4 s!1 implies that deformation mode dynamically changes
during deformation. For all the above testing conditions, large
elongations to failure more than 250% are observed in the a0-UFG
alloy. A strain rate sensitivity ðm ¼ dðln rÞ=dðln _eÞÞ of more than
0.3 is required for the superplastic deformation. The estimated m
values (at a true strain of 0.1) for the a0-UFG alloy are 0.31 at
650 !C, 0.38 at 700 !C, and 0.49 at 750 !C, indicating that excellent
elongation observed in the a0-UFG is derived from the occurrence
of superplastic behavior.

Fig. 3 shows the EBSD-orientation images of tensile specimens
after fracture tested at (a) 700 !C-10!2 s!1, (b) 700 !C-10!3 s!1 and
(c) 700 !C-10!2 s!1. It can be seen a homogeneous equiaxed micro-
structure with random crystallographic orientations. And it can be
observed that no cavities are formed even after large deformation.
As compared with the initial microstructure of Fig. 1, the fraction
of high angle boundary is noted to increase after tensile deforma-
tion. This result clearly indicates the occurrence of grain boundary
sliding as the dominant deformation mode even at low temperature
of 700 !C. Furthermore, remarkable grain-coarsening is observed in
tensile specimen tested at 10!4 s!1 (Fig. 3(c)), indicating that the
flow hardening during deformation (as shown in Fig. 2) is due to
the occurrence of dynamic grain growth during deformation. The
correlation of the flow hardening and dynamic grain growth during
deformation would be discussed in later section.

3.1.3. Deformation microstructure
Quite recently, the present author has pointed out that dynamic

b-precipitation at grain boundaries during deformation of the
a0-UFG alloy played an important role as an accommodation mech-
anism, resulting in enhancement of superplastic behavior [8]. In
order to identify the deformation mechanism more in detail,
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the TEM micrographs of deformed micro-
structures tested at 700 !C-10!2 s!1 and at true strains of (a) 0.41
(corresponding to nominal strain of 50%) and (b) 0.69 (correspond-
ing to nominal strain of 100%). Fig. 4(c) is a selected area diffraction
pattern taken with a diameter of 10 lm of a tensile specimen
tested at 700 !C-10!2 s!1 and at a true strain of 0.69, reveals the
ring pattern indicating that the microstructure consists of ran-
domly oriented grains. Moreover, the reflections of b phase are also
confirmed in Fig. 4(c), indicating the occurrence of b-precipitation
from metastable a starting microstructure. In order to confirm the
b-precipitation in larger area, Fig. 4(d)–(f) represent the evolution
of b-precipitation shown by EBSD-phase map (red1 phase: a phase

and green phase: b phase) during deformation at 700 !C-10!2 s!1

and at true strains of (d) 0, (e) 0.41 and (f) 0.69. According to these
observations by TEM and EBSD, it can be observed that refined
microstructure is remained even after large deformation and fine
b-precipitation occurs at triple junction of grain boundaries. At true
strain of 0.41, TEM image (Fig. 4(a)) reveals the heterogeneous
microstructure that consists of grains having high dislocation-
density and grains with a little density of dislocations. While, there
is a decrease in dislocation density, accompanied by formation of
homogeneous-microstructure with increasing strain to 0.69 (as
shown in Fig. 4(b)). As already mentioned in previous report [9],
there is no strong dislocation-accumulation inside of the grains but
high dislocation-accumulation especially at the interface of a/b after
tensile fracture (corresponding to the true strain of 1.27). Further-
more, fraction of high angle boundary in the a0-UFG alloy increased
after superplastic deformation [9].

Fig. 5 shows the distributions of density of geometrically neces-
sary dislocations (GNDs) after tensile deformation at 700 !C-
10!2 s!1 and at true strains of (a) 0.41 and (b) 0.69. A nonuniform
plastic deformation is accompanied by the development of GNDs
[11], which preserve the compatibility of the crystallographic
lattice. GNDs are distinguished from the so-called statistically
stored dislocations (SSDs), which are responsible of the plastic flow
carried by crystallographic slips along distinct slip planes. The dis-
tributions of GNDs in Fig. 5 are calculated by the following simple
method from the EBSD-kernel average misorientation (KAM) data
[12], which follows the method reported by Kubin and Mortensen
[13]. According to Calcagnotto et al., the KAM misorientation angle
assumes a series of cylinder-torsion twist subgrain boundaries,
each containing two perpendicular arrays of screw dislocations
[12]:

qgnd ¼
2Dh
lb

; ð1Þ

where l is the unit length (=0.20 lm in this work) and b is magni-
tude of the Burgers vector (=2.95 " 10!10 m). As a first-order
approach, the KAM, which is retrieved directly from the EBSD data,
was chosen as a measure of local misorientations. The KAM quanti-
fies the average misorientation around a measurement point with
respect to a defined set of nearest or nearest plus second-nearest
neighbor points. Values above a predefined threshold (here, it is
2!) are excluded from the calculation, because these points are
assumed to belong to adjacent grains or subgrains.

As similar to the TEM result (Fig. 4(a) and (b)), there is hetero-
geneous microstructure that consists of two types of grains with
and without high amounts of dislocation-density in tensile speci-
men at a true strain of 0.41 (as shown in Fig. 5(a)). In contrast,
there are no strong accumulation of dislocations and homogeneous
microstructure in tensile specimen at a true strain of 0.69. This

Fig. 3. EBSD-orientation images of the specimens after tensile fracture tested at (a) 700 !C-10!2 s!1, (b) 700 !C-10!3 s!1 and (c) 700 !C-10!4 s!1.

1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 4, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.



result implies that active deformation mode under superplastic
deformation is different depending on the amount of true strain.

When grain boundary sliding is obstructed by an unfavorably
orientated grain, the resultant stress concentration may be relaxed
by dislocation motion in the blocking grain. There are two typical
models for activating the boundary sliding: the Gifkins Core–
Mantle model [14] and Ball–Hutchison model [15]. In this Gifkins
Core–Mantle model, sliding is considered to take place by the
motion of grain boundary dislocations which pile up at triple point.
While, in the Ball–Hutchison model it is proposed that groups of
grains slide as a unit. The resulting stress concentration is relaxed
by the dissociation of the leading dislocation into dislocations
capable of moving in the other boundaries which make up the
triple point, and/or into lattice dislocations which accommodate
sliding. The concept of the Ball–Hutchison model seems to be rel-
atively close to the model of cooperative grain boundary sliding
proposed by Kaibyshev et al. [16].

Previous reports [17,18] have mentioned that superplastic-
deformation-mechanism of Ti–6Al–4V alloy with an average grain
size more than 3 lm could be summarized in relation to the
Gifkins Core–Mantle model [14]. In fact, the Gifkins Core–Mantle

model is supposed to be dominant mode at latter stage of deforma-
tion (at 700 !C-10!2 s!1 and at a true strain of 0.69) of the a0-UFG
alloy due to the characteristic of heterogeneous GNDs distribution
that GNDs are strongly accumulated or accommodated especially
at grain boundaries (as shown in Fig. 5(b)). This is in good agree-
ment with the deformation mechanism of Ti-64 alloy (d = 3 lm)
[18]. Whereas, deformed microstructure at a true strain of 0.41
(Fig. 5(a)) exhibits the heterogeneous microstructure composing
of grains with and without accumulation of GNDs. This character-
istic implies that deformation mode at initial and intermediate
stages of deformation is supposed to strongly relate to the Ball–
Hutchison model or the cooperative grain boundary sliding model
proposed by Kaibyshev et al. rather than the Gifkins Core–Mantle
model. In addition to these models, the continuous dynamic
recrystallization process should be occurred especially in deformed
(elongated) grains in starting microstructure (Fig. 1(a)) at initial
stage of deformation due to that initial microstructure of the
a0-UFG alloy already contains highly dense dislocations (as shown
in Fig. 1(b)). Thus, the detailed microstructural analysis of the
deformed a0-UFG alloy reveals that the deformation mechanism
becomes to be different as a function of true strain and superplastic

Fig. 4. Deformed microstructures of the a0-UFG alloy tested at 700 !C-10!2 s!1. (a and b) Bright field TEM images and (c) selected area diffraction pattern of tensile specimens
at true strains of (a) 0.41 and (b and c) 0.69. EBSD-phase maps of tensile specimens at true strains of (d) 0, (e) 0.41 and (f) 0.69.

Fig. 5. The distributions of density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) of the a0-UFG alloy after tensile deformation at 700 !C-10!2 s!1 and at true strains of (a)
0.41 and (b) 0.69.



deformation mode of grain-boundary-sliding is also complicatedly
evolved in relation to b-precipitation, the occurrence of continuous
dynamic recrystallization process and grain-growth during
deformation.

3.2. Constitutive behavior of stress–strain curves

Superplastic deformation behavior of alloys can be described as
a non-Newtonian viscos flow. The simplest constitutive equation is
the Norton–Hoff power law relationship as,

r ¼ Ken _em; ð2Þ

where K is a constant and n and m are the strain hardening param-
eter and strain-rate-sensitivity parameter, respectively. And the
above Eq. (2) can be restated in an the Bird-Mukherjee–Dorn gener-
alized constitutive relation (BMD model) [19] as,

_e ¼ ADGb
kT

! "
r
G

# $1=m b
d

! "p

: ð3Þ

This is the constitutive equation commonly used to describe
elevated temperature deformation, in which G is shear modulus,
b is Burgers vector, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temper-
ature (Kelvin), d is grain size of a phase and p is the grain size
exponent of the strain rate, A is a constant and D is a diffusion
parameter.

With respect to the effect of flow-hardening due to dynamic
grain growth during deformation, the Eq. (3) can be simplified to
the following normalized form Eq. (4) [17,20]:

r
r0
¼ da

da0

! "p=n

ð4Þ

in which r0 and da0 are the initial flow stress and initial grain size of
a phase, respectively.

Dynamic coarsening of a a-grain (da) as a function of time (t) is
expressed as following relation [21,22]:

d3
a ! d3

a0 ¼ Kdðt ! t0Þ ¼ ðKd= _eÞðe! e0Þ ð5Þ

in which the subscript of ‘0’ indicates quantities at initial stage, and
Kd denotes the dynamic coarsening rate constant. Fig. 6 shows the
plots of d3

a ! d3
a0 vs t ! t0 at 700 !C-tensile-testing (in which da0

(t = t0) denotes the average size at the initial time t0), and contains
the table showing the a-grain size at respective time. The grain
sizes of a phase in the tensile samples were experimentally deter-
mined by EBSD analysis. There is a well linear correlation between
d3

a ! d3
a0 and t ! t0, indicating that coarsening kinetics was con-

trolled by diffusion of solutes thorough the a phase. Herein, the
Kd in the a0-UFG alloy during tensile deformation at 700 !C is calcu-
lated to be 15.03 (lm3/h). According to the Kd in Ti-64 alloy with
the (a + b) microstructure (&2 lm equiaxed-alpha particles in a
matrix of beta (with an average beta-grain-size of approximately

3 lm)) [23], the Kd values at respective tensile condition are 3.9
(775 !C–10!4 s!1), 8.8 (775 !C–10!3 s!1) and 6.8 (815 !C–
10!4 s!1), respectively. These values are quite smaller than the Kd

of the a0-UFG alloy (at 700 !C-testing). As a characteristic of the
a0-UFG alloy, an UFG microstructure (da = 0.4 lm) consisting of a
single a phase is exhibited. Furthermore, there is high density of
dislocation in the a0-UFG alloy. These characteristics of the a0-UFG
alloy are supposed to accelerate the grain growth during deforma-
tion, thereby, resulting in high value of the Kd.

Flow behavior of the a0-UFG alloy tested at 700 !C would be dis-
cussed with comparing the above models in order to qualitatively
clarify the deformation behavior. To evaluate the flow stress (r)
according to BMD model (Eq. (3)), the term of (1/AD)m is converted
to the strain-dependent formula as following Eq. (6) and (7) on the
basis of experimental result:

1
AD

! "m

¼ 0:217e!0:103 ðat 700
'
C! 10!2 s!1Þ; ð6Þ

1
AD

! "m

¼ 0:324e0:0792 ðat 700
'
C! 10!3 s!1Þ and

" 1
AD

! "m

¼ 0:408e0:201 ðat 700
'
C! 10!4 s!1Þ ð7Þ

in which e is true strain. The values of each parameter are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Fig. 7 shows the stress–strain curves of experimental result,
result of BMD model (3) and result of model considering dynamic
grain growth (4) tested at 700 !C and at strain rates of (a) 10!2 s!1,
(b) 10!3 s!1 and (c) 10!4 s!1. In the flow behavior of BMD model,
the stress was calculated by using the true strain rate (calculated
by following Eq. (8)):

_e ¼
_e0

expðeÞ ð8Þ

_e0: initial strain rate, e: true strain.
At strain rate of 10!2 s!1 at which apparent grain growth does

not occur during deformation, the flow behavior is shown in
Fig. 7(a). Herein, the experimental flow curve (at true strains rang-
ing from 0 to 0.4) is found to lie on between the flow curves of BMD
model and grain growth model. With increasing strain from a true
strain of approximately 0.4, flow softening behavior associated
with flow-localization is observed. In the above models, there is
no consideration about the effect of flow localization, thereby,
leading to large difference in flow behaviors among experimental
and model’s curves.

At strain rate of 10!3 s!1 (in Fig. 7(b)), flow stress of experimen-
tal curve is noted to be a little higher than that of BMD model, and
pronounced flow-hardening and highest flow stress is seen in the
result of grain growth model. On the other hand, at strain rate of
10!4 s!1 (in Fig. 7(c)), flow stress in experimental curve exhibits
steady state manner and is well consistent with the curve of the
BMD model at the strains from 0 to 0.6. With increasing strain from
0.6, flow stress in experimental curve exhibits pronounced flow
hardening and reaches to the similar stress-value with the result
of grain growth model. In Fig. 7, grain sizes at specific strain after
coarsening are also shown. According to Semiatin et al. [17,23],

Fig. 6. Relationship of d3
a ! d3

a0 vs t ! t0 at 700 !C-tensile-testing (in which da0

(t = t0) denotes the average size at the initial time t0) with the table showing the a-
grain size at respective time.

Table 1
Material constants for the a0-UFG alloy tensile-tested at 700 !C.

d 0.64 lm (700 !C-0 h)
m 0.387
G 25.2 GPa
k 1.38 " 10!23 J/!C
b 0.295 nm
p 2



Ti-64 alloy having the equiaxed a-particle (da ( approximately
2 lm) in a matrix of b phase exhibits flow hardening during super-
plastic deformation at 775 !C and 815 !C, and this flow behavior is
well consistent with the result of grain growth model (4). During
superplastic deformation of the a0-UFG alloy (as described in
3–1-3), the b-precipitation at grain boundaries and continuous
dynamic recrystallization are simultaneously occurred especially
at initial stage of deformation. In the experimental flow behavior
at strain rate of 10!4 s!1, there is no apparent flow-hardening up
to the strain of 0.6 (corresponding to the grain size of 3.58 lm after
dynamic growth) and its flow behavior (at initial stage of deforma-
tion) is observed to be well consistent with the result of BMD
model. At strain rate of 10!4 s!1, dynamic restoration processes
such as continuous dynamic recrystallization and dynamic b-pre-
cipitation are supposed to be already completed at quite initial
stage of deformation. These microstructural evolutions are sup-
posed to strongly relate to the suppression of flow hardening due
to grain growth as shown in Fig. 7(b). In fact, Semiatin et al.
pointed out that Ti-64 alloy (da ( approximately 3 lm) having
the microstructure with the elongated-deformed-grains exhibited
the dynamic spheroidization of remnant lamellae during super-
plastic deformation, thereby, resulting in flow softening [17,23].
The flow behaviors according to the models considering the grain
growth (4) are reported to be well consistent with experimental
superplastic-flow-behavior for the Ti-64 alloys (initial alpha parti-
cle size of approximately 2 lm in a matrix of beta (with an average
beta-grain-size of approximately 3 lm) before tensile test) with
and without elongated deformation grains [17,23]. On the basis
of this reported result and the experimental flow-behavior of the
a0-UFG alloy (as shown in Fig. 7(c)) showing the pronounced hard-
ening after grain-growth above the size of approximately 3.5 lm, it
can be interestingly noted that there is little effect of grain size on
apparent flow hardening in an UFG microstructure at grain size
less than 3.5 lm because the contribution of grain boundary slid-
ing is much higher than that of flow hardening according to grain
growth model (Eq. (4)). Meanwhile, the contribution of dislocation
slip to deformation drastically increases when grain size exceeds
the size of approximately 3.5 lm at testing temperature of 700 !C.

Let me summarize the constitutive behavior of stress–strain
curve (tested at 700 !C) of the a0-UFG alloy. The experimental flow
curves did not lie on the predicted flow-curves which were based
on the BMD model or the grain-growth model, although the exper-
imental flow curves of (a + b) Ti-64 alloy having an equiaxed
a-particle (da ( approximately 2 lm) in a matrix of b phase (with
an average grain size of approximately 3 lm) are in good agree-
ment with the predicted curves according to the BMD model and
the grain-growth model. According to the comparison of flow
behaviors (among experimental result and results of model) at a
strain rate of 10!4 s!1 (in Fig. 7(c)), it is found that there is no
apparent effect of grain growth on flow behavior in grain sizes

ranging from 0.64 lm to approximately 3.5 lm. That is, in this
grain-size region, the contribution of dislocation slip to active
deformation mode is very small. On the basis of microstructural
change during deformation of the a0-UFG alloy (as stated in Sec-
tion 3.1.3), the complicated microstructural evolution associated
with dynamic b-precipitation and the occurrence of continuous
dynamic recrystallization during deformation of the a0-UFG is sup-
posed to also relate to the unique behavior of experimental flow
curve (in Fig. 7(c)).

4. Conclusions

This work examines the microstructural evolution of the a0-UFG
alloy during low-temperature superplastic deformation at 700 !C
(and at strain rates ranging from 10!4 s!1 to 10!2 s!1) and flow
behavior of stress–strain curves in relation to the constitutive
models (in Eqs. (3) and (4)).

Homogeneous equiaxed UFG microstructure is remained even
after tensile fracture and fraction of high angle boundary increases
during deformation, indicating that superplastic deformation in
the a0-UFG alloy is mainly dominant by grain-boundary-sliding.

According to GND accumulation in deformed specimen tested
at 700 !C-10!2 s!1, superplastic behavior at latter stage of defor-
mation is explainable in relation to the Gifkins Core–Mantle model.
On the other hand, the Ball–Hutchison model or the cooperative
grain boundary sliding model proposed by Kaibyshev et al. should
be dominant mode at initial and intermediate stages of deforma-
tion. Meanwhile, superplastic deformation mechanism (tested at
700 !C-10!2 s!1) of grain-boundary-sliding dynamically changes
as a function of strain.

With respect to the flow behavior tested at 700 !C in compari-
son with the constitutive behaviors based on the BMD model and
the model considering the grain growth, there is little accordance
between the experimental flow curves and these predicted flow-
curves at higher strain rate of 10!2 s!1, which is mainly due to that
the models do not consider the effect of flow localization during
deformation. While, experimental flow stress at 10!4 s!1 in steady
state region (at strain ranging from 0 to 0.6) is well consistent with
the result according to the BMD model, implying that there is little
effect of dynamic grain growth on flow behavior in microstructure
having an average grain size less than approximately 3.5 lm. That
is, deformation mode of dislocation slip is supposed to frequently
activate after dynamic grain growth (da P approximately 3.5 lm)
in testing at lower strain rate (10!4 s!1).
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Fig. 7. Flow behaviors of experimental result, result of BMD model and result of model considering dynamic grain growth tested at 700 !C and strain rates of (a) 10!2 s!1, (b)
10!3 s!1 and (c) 10!4 s!1.
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